SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINING
2-DAY CAMP FOR SALES MANAGERS AND COMPANY LEADERS

Why attend OUR camp?

THE PROOF IS IN THE NUMBERS

3.2% INCREASE IN GROSS PROFIT

28.6% INCREASE IN CLOSE RATES

$54,933 more in sales for each sales associate per year

The WFCA’s sales management training is designed to take your stellar manager and give them their ultimate strategy. Based off much more than textbook, our researched and proven industry methods bring you 77% more in net sales.

Management skills are based on development, meaning they have to have constant training. Sales managers are coaches consistently improving your team’s performance. If your managers aren’t growing then neither is your team.

The benefits of this training aren’t for one person. The results effect everyone from owner all the way down to sales associate. Your new sales management strategy will increase sales, boost margins, and create systems for sustained growth. So, what are you waiting for?

BOSTON
MARCH 15-16

ORLANDO
MAY 3-4

SPOKANE
JUNE 14-15

HOUSTON
JULY 7-8

RALEIGH
AUGUST 23-24

PHOENIX
SEPTEMBER 20-21

DENVER
OCTOBER 4-5

SAINT LOUIS
NOVEMBER 9-10

You can register at bmarkinc.com or contact Christian Sloan at christian@bmarkinc.com or 919.636.4845.